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Introduction
This Scottish Supplement builds from the learning across four European case-sites – Amsterdam,
Birmingham, Copenhagen, Glasgow – as is considered and explored in:

• the Project Report: Socially smart cities: making a difference in urban neighbourhoods
• the Policy Briefing: Social transformation in urban neighbourhoods
The Project Report deepens understanding of the complex, socially-skilled roles of Smart Urban

Intermediaries or SUIs working in urban neighbourhoods across partnerships, sectors, networks and

communities of interest – so socially-smart – in order to bring together place-making, community-building
and ‘people-making’ (person-centred working). SUIs align this practical know-how with their values and

commitments in order to navigate opportunities and tensions on-the-ground and develop actions and
strategies for local change and development.

The Policy Briefing – discussed below – highlights broad messages common to all the case-sites on how

policy-makers and funders can build the capacity of SUIs to work for flexible, accountable and participative
local governance (democratic innovation); collective cross-sector knowledge-sharing and innovation

to meet social needs (social innovation); and, the local potential of infotech or digital infrastructure and
information technology (technological innovation).

Below we illustrate the often unrecognised, crucial role that SUIs play in affecting change with local people

in communities and places in innovative, committed ways. This is considered in the Scottish policy context
and alongside aspirations for a more equitable society and the eradication of poverty.

Summary of key learning: we have identified five priority areas
for building SUI capacity:
• Locally-led SUI Networks to generate collaborations and support training and advocacy.
• SUIs as local champions for social justice – poverty, inequality, risks of gentrification.
• Locally-led initiatives to coordinate local digital, social and democratic innovations.
• Extending local democratic governance – SUIs as key resources to catalyse change.
• Cross-sector development of local funding and investment strategies.
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Summary of recommendations relating to key learning:
1. Resourcing locally-led SUI networks and empowering them in local decision-making.
2. Formally recognising in policy and resourcing SUIs as local champions for social justice.
3. Developing local SUI-led place-based pilots and research on: (i) community-led digital

development and data-use for participation and well-being; (ii) tackling poverty via community
ownership, income maximisation and local employment creation (demand-side).

4. Drawing on SUI expertise widely – including within public service management and political
leadership.

5. Developing with SUIs (cross-sector) long-term funding strategies that prioritise deprived

communities and wider anti-poverty work, including (i) piloting local investment in core funding
of smaller community organisations: (ii) step-change in integrating social with economic and
physical regeneration – including investing in new SUI capacity.

Understanding the wider policy implications of the
research in a Scottish context
The full Policy Briefing points to common challenges and trade-offs for SUIs in European urban contexts:
• the ‘curse of success’: more demand for their work because it is seen to be ‘making a difference’, yet
severe resource constraints given fiscal austerity.

• funding demands for further innovation yet the need to sustain existing provision valued by
communities.

• organisational challenges: funding insecurities; risks of burn-out; and the need for more community
leaders (SUIs) and generational relay.

• navigating local landscapes: institutional barriers; political complexities; and communities rich in
diversity.

It highlights, therefore, the broad need to build the roles and capacities of SUIs to sustain change:
• policy-makers: recognising the key role of SUIs and supporting the risk-taking and culture change
necessary to build smart urban governance

• funders: providing a range of options focused on sustainability as well as innovation and on social and
economic outcomes rather than narrow targets

The researchers have worked with local (Govan-based) SUIs and cooperation partners (CPs) from national
intermediary organisations – see acknowledgements – to build local dialogue that investigates and

supports smart urban practices in the Scottish context. We point to three key elements in understanding
the work of SUIs within a Scottish policy context:
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SUIs working within different sectors: the community sector of community-led, not-for-profit local

organisations; the wider third sector of larger voluntary orgs and social enterprises; the public sector –

often but not only in community planning, community development and regeneration; and, potentially in
local decision-making and within the private sector (neither a focus in this project).

SUIs as working across diverse activities: community arts and participation; community radio and

multi-media; community housing; community-led regeneration; community food, health and well-being;

community ownership and enterprise; community hubs and centres; community-based learning, training
and employability; community development and empowerment; education and early intervention;

equalities and diversity; welfare and advocacy; local economic development; local and community

politics; community planning; town (spatial) planning; public health planning … and so on … this can’t be an
exhaustive list!

SUIs as relevant across Scottish policy-making: given their work across boundaries through

collaboration, participation and empowerment to prevent and address negative socio-economic

outcomes (inequalities) SUIs are very relevant to place-making, community-building, person-centred

working and public service reform: as per the Christie Commission (2011), Scottish Government’s

(community-led) Regeneration Policy (2011), the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015,

the Place Principle (2018) and the Local Governance Review. Yet, this fails to do justice to the breadth
of their activities across inclusive growth, sustainable development, health and well-being, education
and learning, and inclusive communities (as per the Scottish Government’s National Performance
Framework and 2019-20 Policy Programme). And so, to their potential to initiate complex local
democratic, social and digital innovations concerned for social justice and local outcomes.

Five priority areas for investing in SUIs in
Scotland – and related recommendations
1. Investing in locally-led SUI Networks: both the SUI research process in Govan through Local Labs
– and in the other European case-sites – and the existing Govan Alliance for Action are illustrating the
potential of locally-led SUI Networks to generate reflective practice and learning and to advocate of

change – and make a difference in urban neighbourhoods. Where SUIs can collaborate and coordinate
action, they make a stronger impact.
We therefore recommend:
• investment in locally-led SUI Networks (scale to be defined locally) and related facilitation and training
budgets, and access to a range of relevant intermediary bodies, to develop local shared practices.

• formal empowerment of these Networks, e.g. in Concordats, to support the building and sustaining of
relationships with relevant policy-makers (local-to-national).

2. Investing in SUIs as advocates or ‘local champion’ for social justice: the local SUIs have diverse
motivations – as with their European colleagues – but common to all is a commitment to social justice

and actually making a difference on poverty and inequalities and so improving people’s lives. Yet, they are
well-aware, too, of the complexities of social change, for example: economic regeneration of low-income
working-class communities carries serious risks of gentrification – marginalisation or displacement of
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the existing residents – unless social justice remains central to local investments and plans. SUIs have

highlighted local strategies that could – if pursued smartly and at sufficient scale – significantly reduce
local poverty and inequalities:

• community asset ownership: buildings, land and culture to strengthen locally-led bodies.
• advocacy for income maximisation: with local people and integrated across local hubs.
• job creation relevant to local people: alongside employability SUIs are creating suitable local
employment and related on-the-job-training e.g. Operation Modulus, Jobs Match Group.

We therefore recommend:
• recognising and formally-supporting the role of SUIs and their Networks in championing and monitoring
locally poverty, inequalities (social, health, economic) and risks of gentrification.

• investing in piloting scaled-up local SUI-led approaches to reducing poverty that integrate community
asset ownership, income maximisation and suitable local employment creation.

3. Investing in locally-coordinated development of digital, social and democratic innovations:

internationally some Smart Cities have prioritised ‘big data’ development, e.g. Singapore; whilst others

have focused on digital democracy and participation, e.g. Barcelona. Our research is highlighting SUI use
of diverse digital and online opportunities for: multi-media e.g. radio, arts, film-making; online libraries –

photos, music, educational resources; online community-based learning; welfare support and advocacy;

project management – local data re. service-use; and, participation in governance and decision-making by
residents and service-users.

There is clearly a very significant opportunity here for cross-SUI working with local residents and other
partners to coordinate local digital (infotech), democratic and social innovation and build relevant local

strategies. Smart cities need to harness and democratise ICT and bridge the current gap between ‘tech

entrepreneurs’ and social innovators in order to create effective solutions to urban challenges and genuine
community well-being. Until these connections are made, smart city strategies will have a people-shaped
void at their centre.

We therefore recommend:
• investing in piloting through cross-SUI and sector approaches in various communities the scaling-up
and coordinating of community-led digital development and data-use – including through Smart City
and other digital funding and investment.

• using locally-led SUI Networks – and other community-led networks – to develop credible
representation in all digital policy-making and create links with ‘tech entrepreneurs’.

4. Looking to the future: investing in democratic urban governance: discussions with the local SUIs

and CPs – and other current research, What Works Scotland – are illustrating the very real challenges for
collaborative working (Christie Commission, 2011), that include:

• needing to reward shared partner contributions over individual impacts (attributions).
• institutional inertia: unless senior leaders and partners actively support local change-makers;
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• ground-rules: shared local resources (commons) require dialogue and agreed practices;
• collaboration, advocacy or both: when to share responsibility and when to seek change?
These are inevitably problematic in times of public spending constraints and when there are imbalances

of power between: larger institutions and smaller bodies; different communities; and within communities.
There is no single, simple solution – these have to be worked out in ‘real time’. Approaches that seek to

engage diverse stakeholders in deliberation, learning and decision-making about using resource – and

learning from ‘failure’ – will be much better placed to understand the barriers, opportunities and alternatives.
SUIs have vast experience (some have 20+ years) and offer a huge knowledge resource for developing
open, flexible governance.

We therefore recommend:
• investing in local SUI Networks as sources of expertise, advice and mentoring in local governance for
other services, institutions and communities – including at city-wide level and across Scotland;

• creating spaces for sustained dialogue between senior leaders (management, political) and SUIs, e.g.
forums, action research, to learn together on an equal footing (‘horizontally’).

5. Strategies for financial investment in SUIs and socially-smart urban regeneration: our research
with SUIs and CPs highlights three key current areas of funding and investment challenge:

• smaller community sector bodies lacking the stability that long-term core funding brings;
• resources for social regeneration that complement physical and economic regeneration;
• lack of SUIs, particularly in low-income communities, to support the scale of change needed.
SUIs and their organisations are resourced in varied ways, e.g. employed by state, grant funding, service
level agreements, trading activity, social capital. So potential strategies are varied, too, and can include
reducing bureaucracy; asset transfer; public procurement; community benefits and planning gain;

long-term ‘relational commissioning’; national matching-funding for local funding; and local investment

funds. This points to the need for complex local and national strategy development with local SUI Networks
– and urgently – through deliberative and action-orientated approaches that can catalyse change across
partners.

We therefore recommend:
• piloting of local strategy development on long-term core-funding for community bodies via crossstakeholder deliberation and action research – including use of local investment funds.

• longer-term local funding strategy development with locally-led SUI Networks and key partners – public
sector, funders, policy-makers – to catalyse socially-smart urban practice and invest in new SUIs and
social regeneration.
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